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L%MULTIVARIATE APPROXIMATION THEORY*
MARTIN H. SCHULTZ"
1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with multivariate analogues of
many standard results in the L-approximation theory of functions of one real
variable, cf. [12], [13], [14], [20], [21] and [24]. In particular, asymptotic bounds
are given for the distance ofa given smooth function from various finite-dimensional
spaces such as multivariate trigonometric polynomials, multivariate algebraic
polynomials and multivariate polynomial spline functions.
In 2, we give a general result, Theorem 2.1, which enables us to deduce results
about multivariate approximation theory in rectangular parallelepipeds from
corresponding, single-variable results. In 3, we discuss the convergence properties
of multivariate Bernstein polynomials. In 4, analogues of Jackson’s theorems,
cf. [21] and [24], are proved for multivariate trigonometric and polynomial ap-
proximation, the latter being for arbitrary compact subsets of RN.
Multivariate polynomial spline approximation is discussed in 5. Analogues
of the fundamental results of deBoor [14] are formulated and proved for smooth,
bounded domains in RN. In 6, error bounds are given for multivariate piecewise
Lagrange interpolation. In 7, a multivariate cubic spline interpolation scheme is
introduced and analyzed. Finally, in 8, applications of the results of 5, are made
to "h-asymptotically optimal approximation schemes" in Sobolev spaces and,
in particular, to the Ritz method, in conjunction with multivariate polynomial
spline functions, for approximating the solution of the Neumann problem for the
Poisson equation for regular, bounded, open sets in Rn.
We end this section by recalling some multivariate notation which will be
used throughout this paper.
For any point x (xl, ..., xn) R, Ix[ (x2 + + x2N) 1/2. If
.., 0) is an N-tuple with nonnegative integer components, then
and
D DI D
Iff is a bounded set in RN, C(f)denotes the set of real-valued continuous functions
on fL
cm(f) =- {f C()[Df C() for all [a[ _<_ m}, m >= 1,
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cm’#(Z) :- f cm()llDf(x) Df(y)l < KIx
for some positive constant K, for all x, y f and lal m},
Iflm,#,n sup sup IDf(x)- Df(y)J/Ix YI" for all fs cm’"()
and
II" II I" Io,o,.
The Sobolev space W"’P(f) denotes the space of LV(f) real-valued functions which
have weak derivatives in LV(f) of order up to m,
l/p
Ilfll.() IIDfll()
Il_-<m
and W"v() denotes the closure of C() with respect to the Sobolev norm
I1" w-.(n). If S is any measurable set in R and :/ is a bounded linear mapping
of L(S) into itself, then we define Ilflls Ilfll,.(s) for all fz L(S) and
supfolllflls/llflls. Finally, the symbol K will be used repeatedly to denote
a positive constant.
2. General results. For each positive integer, 1 =< =< N, let
-
< a < b
< , I [a, b], and L be a mapping of C(I), the space of continuous real-
valued functions on I, into C(I) such that L is Lipschitz continuous with constant
;%. If H X= i R and fz C(H), then Lf is interpreted to mean that L is
applied to fviewed as a function of the ith variable, x, with the other variables x,
=< j =< N, j :/held fixed.
LEMMA 2.1. If g Z C(H), then Lg z C(H)for <= <_ N.
Proof. Let x and y be any two points in H. Then
I(L,g)(x)
<-I(Lg)(xl,’", x, xN) (Lg)(yl, x, YN)I
+ I(Lig)(Y,’", xi,’", ys) (Lig)(Yl,’", Yi,""
_-< I(Lg)(x,-.., x, ..., x) (Lg)(y,..., x, ...,
/ I(Lg)(Yl, "’", x, ..-, ys) (Lg)(y, ..., y, ...,
_-< 2,1lg(xx, "", x, x) g(Yl, x, Y)II,
+ I(Lig)(y,’", xi,’", y) (Lig)(Y,’", y,"’, YN)I.
Hence, given e > 0 there exists a & > 0 such that Ilx yll -<_ g implies I(Lg)(x)
(Lg)(y)l <-_ e. This completes the proof.
THEOREM 2.1. If f e C(H), L* =- LkL,-I"" L1, 1 <__ k <= N, and e IIf
Lflln, then
j=i+l
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Proof. The result follows directly by induction on N and the observation that
N
if Hk X Ii’ then
i=1
:/: k
f Lf _-< f Lkf n / Lkf LkLk- f
--Ill-- Lkfll / IILk(f Lk- xf)llIllH
--< Ill-- LkfllH / kll Ill-- Lk-XflIIIH
<= k / kllf Lk- Xfll.
3. Multivariate Bernstein polynomials. In this section we apply the result
in 2 to the study of the convergence properties of multivariate Bernstein poly-
nomials. We start with the definition of the moduli of continuity.
DEFINITION 3.1. Iff C(H), define the moduli of continuity,
oi(f;h) max {If(x1,’", xi, xN)- f(xl, x’i,
xH
a <__ <= b, I x;l <= h.
It is clear, from the uniform continuity off C(H), that limh-.O o,(f; h) 0.
We now consider the case in which a 0, b 1, Ii I [0, 1], 1 _< _< N,
Ht XT= I, and Li,, B,, 1 __< __< N, the Bernstein mapping;i.e.,
B,(f)(x)= k=O ()f(!)
Then
We can give error estimates for the approximation of a continuous function
fe C(H,) by the associated multivariate Bernstein polynomials.
THEOREM 3.1. (i) Iffe C(H,), then
(ii) Moreover, iffe C*(Hf), then
3
If- Bf lln, <= 4nl/2
Proof. It is easily verified that B, is a linear mapping of C[0, 1] into C[0, 1]
and IIBll 1. Hence, the sequence {B,}= is uniformly Lipschitz continuous
with constant 2 1 and part (i) follows from Theorem 2.1 and a result ofPopoviciu,
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cf. [20, Theorem 1.6.1, p. 20], which states that under the hypotheses of (i), ei(n)
< 4 i(f, 1/n) Part (ii) follows from Theorem 2.1 and a result of Lorentz [20,
Theorem 1.6.2, p. 21] which states that under the hypotheses of (ii),
e,i(n) <- 4nX/2o)i Dif ;n-n-
COROLLARY 1. Iff C(Hx), then B. s converges uniformly tof as n oe.
We now obtain a multidimensional form of the Weierstrass approximation
theorem.
COROLLARY 2. Iff is a closed, bounded subset of RN andf C(f), then there
x converges uniformlyx such that {p,( )}.=1exists a sequence ofpolynomials {p,( )},=
tofon .
Proof Let H be any hypercube containing f. By the well-known Tietze
extension theorem, there exists a f C(H) such that f(x)= f(x) for all x f.
~N denote the sequence of multivariate Bernstein polynomials for f,Let {B.f}.=
normalized to the hypercube H. By Corollary 1, /,uf converges uniformly to f
on H as n oe and hence/,sfconverges uniformly to./on f.
4. Multivariate trigonometric and lolynomial approximation. In this
section we prove multidimensional analogues of the well-known results of Jackson
and Lebesgue on trigonometric and polynomial approximation. We start by
recalling some key results of Jackson, cf. [12], [21] and [24].
In this section, let I [-r,rc], C2 denote the real-valued functions
re C( oe, oe) which are periodic with period 2r, i.e., f(x + 2r0 f(x) for
all real x, and
1 (sin(ns/2)L,,1.(s) sin(s/2)
2,,1. is determined by the condition that L,,1.(s) ds 1; r and n are positive
integers. Letting K.,1.(s) L,,,1.(s) where m [n/r] + 1, we have that K,,1.(s) is a
trigonometric polynomial of degree n, i.e.,
K,,1.(s) A + (ak COS kx + bk sin kx).
k=l
Letting
J.a(f) =- K.,1.(s) (_ 1)k + 1
k= k f(x + ks)ds,
where r is fixed to be the smallest integer with r __> 1/2(t + 3), we have that J.,tf is
a trigonometric polynomial of degree n and J.,t is a bounded mapping of C2 into
T. c C2, where T. denotes the set of all real trigonometric polynomials ofdegree n.
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In fact,
t+l
IIJ.,l[ <,= max > 1
l_<k_<t+l k
For each positive integer and 1 <= p <= , let Kt’V( , cx3) denote the set of
functions fC’-( c,) such that D’-f is absolutely continuous and
D LV( , ). With E(f, T) inf {llf- t.ll=lt, T,}, Jackson has shown,
cf. [12], [21] and [24], the following results.
THEOREM 4.1. (i) There exists a positive constant K such that
E(f, T)< ,If-J,,tf,,,,< K Df.) n>lntco
for allfs C2 f’l C’(- , ).
(ii) There exists a positive constant K such that
K
E(f, 7,) <_ f- J.,,f ll,= <= nlfl,,=s=, n >_ 1,
for allf C2, f"l Ct"( c, ).
(iii) There is a positive constant K such that
K
E(f, T.) <= f J.,tf II,, =< O’ + y I1,, n>=l,
for allfe C2 f’ Kt+ 1,(_ , c).
For everyf C2 let S,(f) be a partial sum of its Fourier series, i.e.,
S.(f)(x) =- A + (ak COS kx + bk sin kx),
k=l
where
f(t) dt,A =-
-
ifak f(t) cos kt dt and
Then we have the following well-known result, cf. [24].
THEOREM 4.2. (i) IISll _-< 2 In nfor all n >= 1.
(ii) There exists a positive constant K such that
1bk f(t) sin kt dt.
I1\
for allfz C2r
(iii) If
lim [co(f; 6)In 6] 0 for f C2,
6-0
thenfcan be expanded in a uniformly convergent Fourier series.
Part (ii) is due to Lebesque, and part (iii) is known as the Dini-Lipschitz
condition, which is fulfilled by all functions belonging to C’(R) for any > 0.
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Proceeding to the multivariate results, we let JnlV, =--Jn,t,lq Jn,t,1, Sn
S.,N S,,1, H X=I [- zt, zt]i, C, be the set of all real-valued functions
f C(R) which are periodic with respect to each variable with period 2r, T,u
denote the set of all real trigonometric polynomials, t,(x , ..., xu), in N-variables,
of degree n in each variable, and E(f; T) inf {llf- t, lln,lt, T}.
For each positive integer and p let Kt’p(R) denote the set of
functions f C(R) such that for each N, D- .[ is absolutely continuous
and Df L(RU). Combining the results of Theorems 2.1 and 4.1, we obtain
Theorem 4.3.
TOREM 4.3. (i) There is a positive constant K such that
E(N, r2) f- J,tf [n= <= K _,. Df n 1,
i=
for allf C= C’(RU).
(ii) There is a positive constant K such that
g(f; r) Ilf- Jfl n,
-
Ifl,,,, n 1,
i=1
for allfe C C"’(R).
(iii) There is a positive constant K such that
-’IID+xf]lH n 1,
i=
for all.fe C, K’+ ’(RU).
Combining Theorems 2.1, 4.2 and 4.3 we obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.4. (i) There exists a positive constant K such that
N
IIS(f) fll= <- (3 + In n) y. { E(f, T,.3(2 In n)-’}
i=1
=< (3 + In n)(2 In n)N-
i=1
=< (3 + In n)(2 In n)v- 1K
lim [o(f; 6)(ln 6)u] 0
6--.0
jbr all <_ <= N for f C, then f can be expanded in a uniformly convergent
Fourier series in N variables.
We remark that the condition given in (ii) is satisfied for all functions
.f C’r(R) for any 7 > 0.
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By a standard change of variable argument, cf. [21], [24], we can use the
results of Theorem 4.3 to deduce results about polynomial approximation.
Let p,U denote the set of all polynomials p,(xl, "., xN) in N variables, of degree n
in each variable. If H is any rectangular parallelepiped as in 2 and f C(H), we
define
E(f;P) =_ inf {llf- plllp, P}
and, for each positive integer and 1 =< p =< , Kt’p(H) to be the set of func-
tions f C(H) such that for each _< _< N, D[- if is absolutely continuous and
Df L(H).
THEOREM 4.5. (i) There exists a positive constant K such that
COl Df;
i=1
for allfe C’(H).
(ii) There exists a positive constant K such that
n>=l,
E(f; pU,)<_ n_lfl,,e, n 1,
for allf C"(H).
(iii) There exists a positive constant K such that
K
E(f pU.) <__
n’ +’’
n >= 1,
for allfe C’(H) f’) K + "(H).
In order to prove an analogue of Theorem 4.5 for arbitrary compact subsets
of RN, we must consider a fundamental result of Whitney [28]. Let S be a closed
subset of R. A function defined on S is said to be of class C’(S) if and only if there
exist functions {fk(X)}lkl<=m defined on S such that for every point p e S and every
positive constant e there is a neighborhood Np, of p such that for every pair of
points x, y in Np,, 71 S,
fk(X) DgPm(X, Y)I <- erm-lkl,
where
A(y)(x y)pm(X’Y) =- Z
-.
and r is the distance between the points x and y. We remark that if S Ru, then
fe C"(R) if and only iffe Cm(Ru).
THEOREM 4.6. If S is a closed subset of R and fe C"(S) for some m >= O, then
there exists an fe cm(R) such that fe C(R S) and f(x) f(x) for all x S.
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In the case ofm 0, the following stronger result has been proved by Hestenes
[18].
THEOREM 4.7. If S is a closed subset of R and f C(S), then there exists an
f. C(R) such that f(x)= f(x) for all x S and Ogs(f h)= coil-(f; h) for all
h > O, where
Cos(f; h) sup {If((x) f(y)llx, y s and Itx y[l <= h}
and
coRer(f; h) --= sup {If(x) ff(y)llx, y RN and Ilx yllo _<- h}.
Combining the results of Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 we obtain the following
theorem.
THEOREM 4.8. Let S be a compact subset of R.
(i) There exists a positive constant K such that
E(f P) inf {llf P, IIsIP. P, } <- Kcos f; } n >= 1,
for all f C(S).
(ii) Iff C’(S), m >= 1, then there exists a positive constant K(f), depending
on f, such that E(f Pn) <= K(f)/nt, n >_ 1.
Proof. We prove (ii); the proofof (i) is essentially identical except that Theorem
4.7 is used in place ofTheorem 4.6. By Theorem 4.6, fcan be extended to a function
f Cm(RS). We consider the restriction of f to some rectangular parallelepiped,
H, which contains S. Then, since
inf { f p.llslp. P} <= inf {ll f p, llnlp, P},
it suffices to consider polynomial approximations of f over K. The result then
follows directly from Theorem 4.5.
In order to improve the above result we need to make further assumptions
about the set S. Following [23] we have the following definition.
DEFINITION 4.1. A bounded open set fl Rn is said to be regular if and only if
u of the boundary 3tl, finitely manythere exists a finite open covering { i}i=
finite cones {},,}7= , and a positive number e such that every point of dfl is the center
of a sphere of radius e entirely contained in one of the sets u, and every point of
u fl is the vertex of a translate of },, 1 <= _<_ n, contained entirely in
We remark that a bounded open set is regular if and only if it is strongly
Lipschitz in the sense of Morrey [23] and every bounded, open, convex set is
regular [23, Lemma 3.4.1]. In this context Calderon has proved the following
extension theorem, cf. [8] and [23, Theorem 3.4.3].
THEOREM 4.9. Let fl be a regular, bounded open set in R and (1 int S, where
S is a bounded measurable set in R.
(i) If 1 < p < oo and m is a nonnegative integer, then there is a bounded linear
extension mapping e’Wm’P(gl)- W’P(S) such that eu(x)= u(x), xgl, for all
U wm’P(").
(ii) If 0 <= <= 1 and rn is a nonnegative integer, then there is a bounded linear
extension mapping e’cm’r(f) C’’($) such that eu(x)= u(x), x6fL for all
u e c,(fl).
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Combining Theorems 4.5 and 4.9 we obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.10. If f is a regular, bounded, open set in RN, then there exists a
positive constant K such that
K
E(f; P) inf {llf- p, llclp= P} =< n-rlfl,,,c, n 1,
for all f C’(), any nonnegative integer and 0 < <= 1.
For many applications ofapproximation theory results, the natural hypothesis
on the smoothness of f is that f belongs to some Sobolev space, wm’P(f). TO
prove an analogue of Theorem 4.10 with this type of hypothesis we need a special
form of Sobolev’s theorem which we now state for completeness, cf. [8] and [23].
THEOREM 4.11. Let f be a regular, bounded, open set in Rs and u wm’p(-’),
1 < p < . Ifm Nip k + /, where k is a nonnegative integer and 0 < 7 < 1,
then there is afunction fi ck’r() such that u fit almost everywhere in f and there
exists a positive constant K, independent of u, such that I[fft Ik,,h <---- K lUl[w,-,,tta). If
m- Nip k + l, where k is a nonnegative integer, then for each 0 < < 1
there is a function fir ck’r() and a positive constant K, such that u almost
everywhere in f and ][fillk,,h < KI[u [w,-,p).
Combining the results of Theorems 4.10 and 4.11 we have the following
theorem.
THEOREM 4.12. Let f be a regular, bounded, open set in R. Ifm Nip k + 7,
where k is a nonnegative integer, and 0 < 7 < 1, then there is a positive constant K
such that
K
E(f P) <= f w,,,pu, n >= 1,
for all f e wm’P(f). If m NiP k + 1, where k is a nonnegative integer, then
for each 0 < < 1 there is a positive constant K, such that
KE(f n) <= f w,,o, n >_ 1,
for all f e wm’p(f).
5. Multivariate polynomial spline approximation. In this section we generalize
the recent, important results of deBoor [14] to multivariate polynomial spline
approximation of functions defined on subsets of R. We start by considering the
single variable case.
LetI=[a,b],-oe <a<b< oe, A’a=xo <Xl< <Xm<Xm+l =b,
m a positive integer, be a partition of I, k be a positive integer, z (z 1,..., Zm)
the incidence vector associated with A be an m-vector with positive integer com-
ponents such that 1 __< zi _< k, 1 __< _< m, and Ska,z sk,z(I) be the set of all poly..
nomial spline functions of degree k on I with respect to A and z, i.e., s(x) Sk ;AZ
and only ifs(x) is a polynomial ofdegree k on each subinterval [xi, x+ 1], 0 m,
defined by A and s(x) is (k zi) times continuously differentiable at x, 1 =< =< m.
We remark that in the special case of k 3 and z 1, 1 < < m, Sk is the space
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of classical cubic spline functions cf. [1 3], in the case of k 3 and zi 2, 1 =< _<_ m,
SA,z is the space of piecewise cubic Hermite polynomials, and in the case of k 3
and zi 3, 1 < < m, Sk is the space of nonsmooth piecewise cubic Hermite
polynomials.
For each positive integer and 1 _<_ p <= , let Kt’P(I) denote the set of
functions f e Ct- 1(I) such that D
-
if is absolutely continuous and Dfe LV(I).
DeBoor [143 has proved the following important result.
THEOREM 5.1 There exists a linear projector Pa k of C(I) onto Sk such that
(i) there exist positive constants Mk such that IlPA,k,zll <= Mk,
(ii) f P,k,zf i <---- kMko( f) for all f C(1), where
maxo_< i_<,.(;i +
(iii) llf- PA,,zflI, <= 19Ii(4_ -41k_t(,)tco(A;Dtf) for all f C’(I), .for
all 1 <= <= k, where 1Q1 kMk, 191o 1 and
(iv) there exists a positive constant K such that Ill P,,flI,
<_ K(A)t+ liD,+ if tli for all f K’+ 1,(i), 0 < <_ k.
For many applications, cf. 8, it is important to have bounds for the norm of
derivatives of the quantities (f PA,,f). Such bounds for the uniform norm are
given by the following new result. We remark that if the components of the inci-
dence vector z are large enough so that Dr(f Pa,,f)qC(I), then
I[DJ(f- Pa,,zf)lli is interpreted to be the uniform norm over the set I A.
COROtLAR’’ 1. (i) If (N/A_) <_ , where A_ mino<_i_<m (xi+ xi), then
(5.1) ID(f PA,k,zT)I[I <= Bt,t,j,()t-co(; Dtf), 1 <= j <= t,
where
2 12)... (k2 [j- 1]2)
Bk’";’ 1.3 ..-(2j 1) (1 + Mk’’" Mk-+l) + l_,lQlk_ ,
for all f C’(I), 1 <= <- k.
(ii) If (N/A_) <= , then there exists a positive constant K such that
IIOJ(/- Pa,k,f)l[, <= KzJ(A)’-+ xllo’+x/ll,,
for all f K’+ 1’(I), 1 =< =< k.
Proof. We prove only (i); the proof of (ii) is essentially identical. Set qo(x)
Pa,k_t,l(Dtf)(x), where
PA o l(O’f)(x) =- O’f xi + Xi+l2
for x [xi, x+ 1, 0 <_ <_ m. If k, then
(5.2) [[qo Dfl[, =< co(A; Df) /lqroco(A; Of),
and if < k, Theorem 5.1 yields
(5.3) Ilqo O’fll, <=/lqrk_,co(A; Otf).
l<=j<_t,
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Define qj(x), 1 <= j <= t, recursively by
qi(x) D’-f(xi) + qi- 1(0 dr,
x x, x+ 1], 0 _<_ =< m. Then q(x) is a piecewise polynomial of degree k + j
on I, with respect to A, Dq q_ , and
Dr-j+ if 1 < j <(5.4) Ilqj D’-Jflli <= llqj- lit,
In fact, if x. [xi, xi+ 1] is such that
Iqj(x,)- D’-Jf(x.)l Ilq-
then
Iq(x.) D’-f(x.)l <= Iq-1(0 D’-J+ lf(t)l dt.
Inequalities (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) yield the result that
(5.5) IlDJ(qt- f)ll, =< k-t(A)t-co(A Dtf), 0 =< j =< t.
By (5.5) and (iii) of Theorem 5.1, we have that
Ilqt- PA,,zfll (1 / r r_t+ x)_,()*co(; Otf).
Hence, by a Markov type result, cf. [27, Theorem 3.1.8, p. 138], since qt Pa.k.zf
is a piecewise polynomial of degree k with respect to A,
(5.6) [ID(qt--Pa’k’zf)[I<(_)k2(k2-12)’’’(k2-[j-l12)=1-3...(2j-- 1)
(1 + /rk f/l,_t+l)f/l,_t(A)tog(A;O,f) 0 <= j < t.
The required result follows from (5.5), (5.6) and the triangle inequality. This com-
pletes the proof.
If f(a)= f(b)= 0, we may wish to have a linear projector Qa,.z with the
property that Qa,,zf(a)= Qa,,zf(b)= 0, cf. 7. Such a projector is given by
b-x x-a
Pa,,zf(b).Qa,,,zf(X) =- Pa,,,zf(X) b a Pa’k’f(a) b a
From this definition, Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 1, we have the following new
result.
COROLLARY 2. (i)IIQzx,k,zll 2Mk.
(ii) IIf--Qa,,,zfll, <- 2kM,o(A f) for all f Co(I), i.e., f C(I) and f(a)
f(b)= O.
(iii) If (A/A_) <= , then
(5.7) Ilf- Q,,,,zfll, =< 2, .../r,_t(A)’og(A Dtf),
2 f/l, f4_tA)(A)’- log(A D’f)(5.8) ID(f- Qa,,.zf)ll, <- (B,,,,1,, + b a
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and
(5.9) IIO(f- Q,,zf)ll < Bk,,,,()’-og( Of),
2 <_ j <= t, for all f Ct(I) f’l Co(l) for some 1 <__ <= k.
(iv) If (N/A_) <_ z, then there exists a positive constant K such that
IID(f- Qa,k,zf)llt <- KzJ(A)k-+ ll Dk+ Xfllt, l<_j<=k,
for all f Co(l) f] Kk + x,o(i).
We now proceed to the multivariate results. As in 2, let Ii--[ai, b],
-
< ai < bi < , 1 <= <= N, H =_ X=I Ii, Ai, 1 <= <= N, denote a partition
of [ai, bi], and p X=I Ai. Given f C(H), for each 1 =< N, define Pi(f)
-= Pa,,k,z(0f as the function obtained by applying the mapping Pa,,k,z,) to f(x),
viewed as a function ofx, while holding the variables xk, k
-
i, fixed, and pN P,k
=- PNPN-1 PI"
Combining Theorems 2.1 and 5.1, we have the following new result.
THEOREM 5.2. (i) pNIi <--_ (Mk)N.
(ii) IIf PNflln <= flk= Log(5"i; f)(Mk)
N- for all f C(H).
(iii) Ill- PNf lIH <= flk Mk-t :/= ()*o)(; D[f)(Mk)N- for allf C(H)
such that Df C(H), 1 <_ <= N, for some 1 <__ <__ k.
(iv) There exists a positive constant K such that
f pNf II,, _-< K (,)* / 11 D5 / f I1
i=1
for all f K + I’(H), 0 _<_ __< k.
Given f Co(H) i.e., f C(H) and f(x) 0 for all x 0K, for each 1 __< <_ N,
define Qi(f) =- Qa,,k,(i)f as the function obtained by applying the mapping
Qa,,k,z() to f(x), viewed as a function of xi, while holding the variables Xk, k :/: i,
fixed, and QN =_ Qo,k =- QNQN-1 Q1. Combining Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2
ofTheorem 5.1, we have the following new result.
THEOREM 5.3. (i) ONIl _-< (2Mk)N.
(ii) f QNf lIH <= 2f/1k =1 co,(5,; f)(2llk)N-’ for all f e Co(H).
(iii) Ilf QNfIIn =< 2/k’’" rk-r L1 (A,)tOg,(,; Df)(2Mk)N-’ for all
f Co(H) such that Df C(H), 1 <= N, for some 1 <= <= k.
(iv) There exists a positive constant K such that for allf Co(H) fq K + I’(H),
N
f QNf =< K (,)’ + 11105 + if n
i=1
for all O <__ t< k.
For many applications we are interested in bounds for the norms of partial
derivatives of the quantities f- pNf and f- QNf. We start with the following
important basic new results.
LEMMA 5.1. If f e C(H) is such that Dif C(H) for some 1 <= <_ N, then
Di(Pjf) P(Dif) for all l <= j <= S such that j :/: i.
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Proof. By an important result of deBoor [14],
q
Pf =_
/=1
where the l are continuous linear functionals on C[aj, bj] and {01}__ is a linearly
independent basis for SAj,k,z(j). By the well-known Riesz representation theorem,
there exist {(x)}__ l, functions of bounded variation, such that
Pf(x) ot(x) f(xl, xj, xN) d(x).
/=1
The result then follows from the well-known result concerning the commutation
of differentiation and Stieltjes integration.
In similar fashion we have the following lemmas.
LEMMA 5.2. If f Co(H) is such that Dif C(H) for some 1 <= <_ N, then
Di(Qf) Qj(Dif) for all 1 <= j <= S such that j v i.
LEMMA 5.3. If f C(H), PiPer- PPif, 1 <= i, j <= N, and if f Co(H), then
QiQjf QQif, 1 <= i, j <= S.
DEFINITION 5.1. A collection C of partitions p X-i A of H is said to be
quasi-uniform if and only if there exists a positive constant z such that (dA_) =< z,
l <__i,j<=m.
Using Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 with Theorem 5.2, we obtain a new result.
We remark that if oiP f cm, IID(f- Pf)ll,, is interpreted as the uniform
norm over the interior of the cells defined by the partition.
THEOREM 5.4. Let C be a quasi-uniform collection of partitions p of H.
(i) There exists a positive constant K such that
N
(5.10) IIO(f- Pf)II g (,)’-o,(,; Df),
i=1
1 <=j<=t, 1 <= l<=N, foralll <= t<=k,fC(H) suchthatDfC(H),l <=i<=N,
and all p C.
(ii) There exists a positive constant K such that
N
(5.11) IID](f-PNf)llug ()t-+lllDI+lflu, 1 =<j=<t, 1 =<l=<N,
i=1
for all f e Kt+ l’(H), 1 <= <= k, and all p e C.
Proof There exists a positive constant M such that
IIDi(f-Pf)ll =< I[D(f--Plf)lH+ DP, H P,f H
i=1
il
=< IID’(f- P f u + A f ,: P f u-s,
where we have used Markov’s inequality, cf. [27, Theorem 3.1.8, p. 138], and (i)
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of Theorem 5.1. The result then follows from Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 1 of
Theorem 5.1.
Analogous to the above result we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.5. Let C be a quasi-uniform collection of partition of H.
(i) There exists a positive constant K such that
N
(5.12) IID{(f QNf)lln =< K (,i)’-ogi(i; Df), <= j <= t,
i=1
_<_ <= N, for allfe Co(H) such that Df C(H), <= <= N, 1 <= <= k, and all
pC.
(ii) There exists a positive constant K such that
N
(5.13) IlDi(f QNf)II <= K (i)t-j+ IlID+ lfll, _< j _< t,
i=1
1 <_ <= N, for allfCo(H) f3 Kt+I’(H), 0 <= <= k, and all pC.
We now wish to state analogues of Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 for mixed partial
derivatives. The proofs are essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 5.4 with
the added information of Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. For each positive integer and
1 <_ p =< , let St’P(H) denote the set of functions f Ct- I(H) such that Df is
absolutely continuous in H for all I1 and D’f LV(H) for all I1 t,
TrmOREM 5.6. Let C be a quasi-uniform collection of partitions ofH.
(i) There exists a positive constant K such that
IID(f- Pf)IIH <= K(fi)’-IlO(,f), 0 =< I1 =< t,
where maxl_<i<_A and ot(;f)=maxlql=too(;Dqf), for all f eCt(H),
0 <= <_ k, and all pe C.
(ii) There exists a positive constant K such that
IID(f- PNf)ll, <= K(P)’-I1+1( max IIDqfllu), 0 _<_ Il =< =< k,
Iql- /
for allf e St+ I’(H), 0 <= <= k, and all p C.
As a direct corollary of Theorem 5.6 we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.7. IfC is a quasi-uniform collection ofpartitions ofH, there exists a
positive constant K such that
for allfe Ct’r(H), 0 <__ ? <_ 1, 0 <= <= k, and all p C.
THEOREM 5.8. Let C be a quasi-uniform collection ofpartitions ofH.
(i) There exists a positive constant K such that
IIO(f- f)ll, =<
for allfe Co(H) VI C’(H), 0 <= <= k, and all p e C.
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(ii) There exists a positive constant K such that
IlD(f- Qf)l[ =< g()’-I1+( max IlDqf I), 0 =< I[ =< t,
Iql /
for allf e Co(H) f-I S’ + I’(H), 0 <_ <= k, and all p e C.
As a direct corollary of Theorem 5.8 we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.9. IfC is a quasi-uniform collection ofpartitions ofH, there exists a
positive constant K such that
for allf Co(H) fl Ct’r(H), 0 <= <= 1, 0 <= <= k, and all p C.
Combining Theorem 5.2 (ii) with the extension theorem of Hestenes [18]
gives us the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.10. Let S be a compact subset of RN contained in the rectangular
parallelepiped H and p X= Ai be a partition ofH. There exists a positive constant
K such that
E(f; So) =_ inf{llf- sllslse So} <= Kco(;f) for all f e C(S),
where
N
S =- (R) SX,.z,.
i=1
Proof. By the extension theorem of Hestenes, there exists an extensionf C(H)
of f such that co( ;f) co(fi ;f). The result follows from Theorem 5.2(ii) and the
observation that Ill slls <-_ Ill- sll, for all s e So.
In a similar fashion we obtain the following two results by combining the
Calderon extension theorem, cf. [8] and [23], with Theorem 5.7.
THEOREM 5.11. Let f be a regular, bounded, open set in R such that c int H,
a rectangular parallelepiped, and C be a quasi-uniform collection of partitions,
P =- X= Ai, of H. There exists a positive constant K such that
E(f; S) inf{llD(f- s)llnlse S} __< K(5)’-Il+’lfl,,,,n, 0 _<_ i1 <- t,
for all f C"r(), O <= <= 1,0<= <= k, and all p C.
Using the Sobolev Theorem, cf. [8] and [23], we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.12. Let f be a regular, bounded, open set ofR such that int H,
a rectangular parallelepiped, and C be a quasi-un!form collection of partitions,
/9 XT=l Ai, of H.
(i) If rn N/p + 7, where is a nonnegative integer and 0 < 2 < 1, then
there is a positive constant K such that
E=(f; So) <_ K()’-I=1 + 11 f w,pta), 0 =< Il _-< t,
for allf wm’p(f), 1 < p < oo, 0 <= <= k, and all p C.
(ii) If m- Nip + 1, where is a nonnegative integer, then for each
0 < < 1 there is a positive constant Kr such that
E=(j; So) < g()’-I=l+llfllw,a, 0 < Il _-< t,
for allf wm’v(f), 1 < p < OO, 0 <= <- k, and all p C.
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6. Multivariate piecewise Lagrange interpolation. In this section we con-
sider error estimates for multivariate, piecewise, Lagrange interpolation. Let
I= [a,b],
-
<a<b< , and A’a=xo <xa < <x,,<x,,+ =b,
N => 1, be a partition of I.
DnINITON 6.1. For k a positive integer and A a partition of I, let L)(A I)
be the set of all real-valued piecewise-polynomial functions w(x) defined on I such
that w(x) C(I) and w(x) is a polynomial of degree k on each subinterval [x, x + ],
0 =< __< m, of I defined by A.
DEFINITION 6.2. Given any real-valued function j’ C(1) and a subpartition
of A of the form
(6.1) A*’xi yo(i) < yl(i) < < Yk-l(i) < yk(i) Xi+l, 0 <= <- m,
let its (unique) A*-interpolate be the element fk,A* of L{k)(A; I) such that f(yj(i))
f,a,(yj(i)) for all 0 =< j <__ k, 0 __< =< m.
Following [3] we obtain the next theorem by using the Peano kernel theorem.
TI-mOREM 6.1. Let A* be a subpartition of A of the form (6.1). Then with
s _= min(t, k + 1), there exists a positive constant K such that
IlDJ(f fk,a*)ilt K()
--
1/rllDSfllLqI), 0 <__ j <- s 1,
for all f Kt’(I), where >= 1, and fk,a* is the A*-interpolate off
As in 5, IlDJ(f -J,,a.)[l, 1 <_ j <_ s 1, is interpreted as the uniform norm
over I A.
From 2 it is clear that it is important to know when the linear mappings
l =_ /(k;A*)’C(1) C(I) defined by /(f) fk,a* are uniformly bounded with
respect to A*. We remark that in the notation of 5, .g(1;A)= Pa, l,z with
z (1, ..., 1). Hence, in this section we shall concern ourselves with the cases
ofk > 2.
Let A’ maxo__<j_<k(Yj+ 1(i)- yj(i)) and A’ mino__<j_<k (yj+ 1(0- y(i)),
O<_i<_m.
LEMMA 6.1. /f k >= 2 and C is the collection of all subpartitions such that
(Y.*, /_.*, <= r for all 0 <= <_ m, then II(k; A*)ll =< (k + 1)+
Proof Note that in the interval [x, x+ 1], 0 =< =< m, J,,a, is given by the
polynomial =o f(y(i))l(x), where
k
.- ys(i)lj(x) 11o yi(i) y(i)"
sq:j
Thus
k
IA,a.lltx,,x,+] Itfll Illi(x)lltx,,x,+] <= Ilfll(k / 1)k+ l.k.
j=O
COROLLARY. If {A(n)}= is any sequence of partitions of I such that
---} 0 as n ---} , {A*(n)}= is a corresponding sequence of subpartitions such that
there exists a positive constant z such that (A.*,(n)/A_(n)) <= z for all 0 <= <= m(n)
and all n >= 1,f(x) C(I), andfk,a.t,) is the A*(n)-interpolate off(x), then Ill
--. O as n-+ .
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Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 6.1.
We now proceed to multivariate piecewise Lagrange interpolation. As before,
we consider rectangular parallelepipeds of the form
N
H-= X [aj, bj],
-
< aj<bj< , 1 <_j=< N.
j=l
Let A.i and A denote a partition and subpartition of [aj, bj], 1 <= j < N, respec-
tively. Let
N N
p-- X Aj and p*--- X A’.j=l j=l
Given f C(H), for each 1 <= j _< N, define /j(f) /[j(k; A)(f) as the function
obtained by applying the mapping /g(k; A) to f(x), viewed as a function of xj
while holding the variables Xk, k
-
j, fixed, and //N
_
////N(k p.) /N(k A)
gl(k A*). For each positive integer t, let Kt’r’(H) denote the set of all real-valued
functionsfon H such that for each 1 <= j <= N, Df U(aj, bj), almost everywhere
in Hj, and I[DfllL,aj,b) L(Hj). For each 1 <= j <_ N, we denote the combined
norm by II" ILL; LOO. Combining Theorems 2.1 and 6.1 and Lemma 6.1 gives us the
following theorem.
THEOREM 6.2. Let C, be the collection of all subpartitions p* of H, such that
((Aj)’/(Aj) _< "c for all 0 <__ <= mj and 1 <= j <= N.
(i) [I.////(k; P*)II _-< (k + 1)tk+ l)zkfor all p* C.
(ii) Ilf .gfllH <= jl (k + 1)(k+ 1)(N-J)T,k(N-J)(z_j)s-1/llOfllLyL, where
s min (t, 2k), for allf K""’(H), 1 <= t, and p*
n is any sequence of partitions ofH such thatCOROLLARY. If {p( )},=1
max ,(n) 0 as n , {p*(n)}2=
I<j<N
is a corresponding sequence ofsubpartitions such that there exists a positive constant
such that ((j).*,(n)/(A_j)(n)) <= for all 0 <= <= m(j, n), _< j _<_ N, n >= 1, and
.f(x) C(H), then Ill .g(n)f n 0 as n
In a fashion similar to the proofs of Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, we may prove
the following lemma.
LEMMA 6.2. (i) Iff C(H), ?///jf /lj/ffor all <= i, j <= N.
(ii) If f C(H) is such that Dif C(H) for some 1 <_ <= N, then Di(../gjf)
./#j(Dif)for all 1 _< j <_ N such that j :/: i.
Combining Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 with Lemma 6.1 gives us the following
theorem.
THEOREM 6.3. Let C, be the collection of all subpartitions p* of H, such that
((Aj)/(A_j)) <= "c for all 0 <_ <_ mj and <= j <_ N.
(i) There exists a positive constant K such that
N
Di(f -’#f)llH K (Aj)s-j- X/llO lily LOO,
j=l
O<=j<=s- l,l <__l<=N,
where s =- min (t, 2k), for allf6 K"r’(H), <= t, and p* C.
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(ii) There exists a positive constant K such that
IlD(f- ,///f)lln <- K(/5)s-Il(max IlDflln), 0 =< lal =< s 1,
where s =- rain (t, 2k), for allf S"(H), 1 <= t, and all p* C,.
As in 5, IID(f- :/#f)ll, 1 =< I1, is interpreted as the uniform norm over
the interior of the N-cells defined by the partition p.
7. Multivariate cubic spline interpolation. In this section we recall a cubic
spline interpolation scheme introduced by deBoor [13]. An analogous scheme is
introduced for multivariate cubic spline interpolation in rectangular parallele-
pipeds, and asymptotic bounds are obtained for the interpolation error.
In this section, let I= [a,b], -o <a<b< o, A’a=xo<x <
<Xm<Xm/ =b,m_>- 1, be a partition ofI, z’a=x0 <xz <x3 <x<
< Xm- < X_ < Xm- < Xm/ b be the associated partition obtained from
A by omitting the points x and Xm, S =- S(I) be the set of all polynomial spline
functions of degree 3 on ! with respect to z, i.e., s(x) S if and only if s(x) is a
cubic polynomial on each subinterval defined by z and s(x)e CZ(I), and
A maxo__<i_< (Xi+ xi), _A mino_<i_< (Xi+ Xi)"
Following deBoor [13], we define the linear interpolation mapping TA’C(I)
SA by Taf sf e S, where
(7.1) sf(xi) f(xi), 0 <= <= m + 1,
and recall the following fundamental result.
T-IEOREM 7.1. (i) Ta is a well-defined linear mapping of C(I) into SA.
(ii) TAll =< 1 + (A/_A)2.
(iii) f Taf lit -< (1 + 1/4(/_A)2)o9(,; f) for all f C(I).
(iv) If C is a quasi-uniform collection of partitions A of I, then there exists a
positive constant K such that
(7.2) [[D1(f- TAf)[[, _--< K()’-, 0 =< j -< 2,
for all A C,for allf e K’’(I).
We now proceed to a multivariate analogue of the above interpolation
scheme. As before, we consider rectangular parallelepipeds of the form
N
H X [ai, bi], -or < ai < bi < c, 1 <= <_ N.
i=l
Let Ag and z denote a partition and associated partition of [a, b], 1 _<_ _<_ N,
respectively. Let p X’=: A,, Xv=/,, maxz,_<cA,,andp min:_<,_<
A. Given f e C(H), for each 1 _< =< N define Ta,(f) as the function obtained by
applying the mapping TA, to f(x), viewed as a function of x while holding the
variables xi, j 4: i, fixed, and T TA,, TA,.
Combining Theorems 2.1 and 7.1, we have the next theorem.
TI-rEOgE 7.2. (i) TII --< [1 + (Z/,)2].
2(ii) I!f Tflln <= = co,(A,;f)[1 + (?/A_i) ][1 + (/_p)2]-, for allf e C(H).
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COROLLARY. If {p(n)}= is any quasi-uniform sequence of partitions ofH such
Tptn)f H
--
0 as n -. for allthat maxl_<i_s At(n) --’ 0 as n -, then IIf
f e C(H).
In a fashion similar to the proofs of Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and 5., we may show
the following lemma.
LEMMA 7.1. (i) Iff e C(H), Ta,Tajf TAjTA,ffor all 1 <_ i, j <_ N.
(ii) If f e C(H) is such that Dif e C(H) for some 1 <_ <_ N, then Di(Taf)
T(Dif)for all 1 <_ j <__ N such that j :/: i.
Combining Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 with Lemma 7.1, we obtain the following
theorem.
THEOREM 7.3. Let C be a quasi-uniform collection ofpartitions ofH.
(i) There exists a positive constant K such that
N
(7.3) IID(f- TX)IIH < K (,)’-, 0 <= j <= 2,
i=l
1 <= < N,for allf e K4’(H) and all p e C.
(ii) There exists a positive constant K such that
(7.4) IlD(f- Tf)IIH <: K(fi)’-I1, 0 levi < 2,
for allf e S’(H) and all p e C.
8. h-Asymptotically optimal approximation schemes. In this section, we
discuss the application of the approximation theory results of 5 to the study of the
truncation or discretization error for abstract h-asymptotically optimal approxi-
mation schemes, cf. Definition 8.1. In special cases, this study yields rigorous
error bounds for the Rayleigh-Ritz-Galerkin method for a class of complex-
monotone operator equations, cf. [1], [2], [7] and [11], including a wide class of
boundary value problems for nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations,
el. [11], and for a wide class of eigenvalue problems for linear elliptic partial
differential equations, cf. [16]. Related error bounds for the Rayleigh-Ritz-
Galerkin method are given in [1], [2], [3], [7], [9], [10], [11], [15], [16], [17],
[22], [25] and [26].
DEFINITION 8.1. Let u e B, a real or complex Banach space, F be any family of
finite-dimensional subspaces S of B such that u e User S, and ,////’F be any family
{,/lls}sv of mappings of u into B such that,/l/sU e S for all S e F. If h is a monotoni-
cally increasing continuous function on R+ U 0 such that h(0) 0 and lim_ h(x)
De, then ,//t’v is said to be an h-asymptotically optimal approximation scheme if
and only if there exists a positive constant K such that
(8.1) Ilu- ,.ull :< h{K inf Ilu- yll} h{KE(u; S)}
for all S e F. If h(x) kx, for some positive constant k,,/gp is said to be an asympto-
tically optimal approximation scheme.
If B wm’p(f) for a regular, bounded, open set f c R and F is a special
family of finite-dimensional subspaces of multivariate spline functions, and we
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know something about the smoothness of u, then using the results of 5 we can
bound the quantity Ew,,.tn(u; S) which appears on the right-hand side of (8.1).
THEOREM 8.1. Let f R be a regular, bounded, open set such that int H,
a rectangular parallelepiped, C be a quasi-uniform collection ofpartitions p =- XT-- Ai
ofH, u wm’v(f), F =- {SolSo W"’v(f) and p C}, and.l/l[F be an h-asymptotically
optimal approximation scheme in wm’P(f).
(i) There exists a positive constant K such that
(8.2)
for all u e Ct’S(f), 0 <_ 7 <- 1, where 0 <= m <= and all sk e F such that <__ k.
(ii) If s N/q + 3?, where 0 <_ m <= is an integer and 0 < 7 < 1, then
there is a positive constant K such that
(8.3) Ilu- ..gsullw,t.) h{K(fi)t-m+s} lu
for all u e WS’q(f), < q < , and all sko e F such that <- k.
(iii) Ifs N/q + 1, where 0 <= m <= is an integer, thenfor each 0 < 7 < 1
there is a positive constant K such that
(8.4) [[u
for all u WS’q(f), 1 < q < , and all S F such that <= k.
If B W’’(f), H is a rectangular parallelepiped, F is a special family of
finite-dimensional subspaces of multivariate spline functions, and we know some-
thing about the smoothness of u, then the results of 5 can again be used to bound
Ew,,(u)(u S).
TI-mognM 8.2. Let H c R be a rectangular parallelepiped, C be a quasi-uniform
k W’P(H) andcollection ofpartitions p
p C}, and gr be an h-asymptotically optimal approximation scheme in W’’(H).
(i) There exists a positive constant K such that
(8.5) Ilu
for all u C’S(H), 0 <= 7 <= 1, where 1 <= t, and all So e F such that <= k.
(ii) If s N/q + 7, where 1 <_ is an integer and 0 < 7 < 1, then there is
a positive constant K such that
(8.6) lu -sullwg,(m <=
for all u W’q(H), 1 < q < oe, and all So F such that _< k.
(iii) If s- N/q + 1, where 1 <_ is an integer, then for each 0 < 7 < 1,
there is a positive constant K such that
(8.7) Ilu-
for all u W’(H), 1 < q < oe, and all So F such that <= k.
As an example of the possible applications ofTheorems 8.1 and 8.2, we discuss
a class of difference methods which are applicable to the Neumann problem for
the Poisson equation in multidimensional regions. The difference equations are
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obtained from the variational principle of the boundary value problem by using
the Ritz method in conjunction with special finite dimensional subspaces of
multivariate spline functions. For a discussion of the Ritz method in conjunction
with finite-dimensional subspaces of functions which are piecewise linear over a
triangulation see [17].
The problem under consideration is to find a solution u(x) of the equation
(8.8) Au(x) Du(x) f(x), x f Rn,
i=1
where f is a regular, bounded, open set, subject to the boundary condition
(8.9) OU(x) g(x), x df0n
where n refers to the exterior normal to the boundary dfl of the region ft.
In order that a solution exist, it is necessary that the inhomogeneous data,
fand g, satisfy the compatibility equation
(8.10) f0n gds=fnfdx"
Under appropriate smoothness conditions on 0fl, f and g, a solution will exist
and is unique to within an additive constant. We make the solution unique by
requiring that
(8.11) fn udx O.
Let the functional D[, @] be defined by
(8.12) D[9, O] (D#)(D,O) dx.
i=1
Then the solution u of (7.7)7.8), modulo an additive constant, minimizes the
functional
(8.13) F[] D[, ] + ff dx g ds
over the space W’2(D), all real-valued functions, C(), which have
piecewise continuous first partial derivatives.
If 0 denotes any finite-dimensional subspace of *, the functional F[] has a
minimum over 0 which is assumed at Uo. The minimizing function Uo is unique up
to an additive constant and is made unique by requiring that
(8.14) fn Uo dx O.
If for every finite-dimensional subspace 0 *, we define the mapping -g0 :u Uo,
then we have the following important result of Friedrichs and Keller [17].
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THEOREM 8.3. Let u6 c W1’2(’) be the solution of (8.8)--(8.9), F be the
.family of all finite-dimensional subspaces 0 of O, and F be the family of mappings
defined by go’U
-
uofor all 0 F. Then //[ is an asymptotically optimal approxima-
tion scheme in Wl’E(f).
Combining Theorem 8.1(i) and 8.3, we obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 8.4. Let fl RN be a regular, bounded, open set such that int H,
a rectangular parallelepiped, C be a quasi-uniform collection of partitions
p = A of H, u be the solution of (8.8)-(8.9), F =-{SkolpC}, and/tv =_ {go}oF, where ./go maps u into the Ritz approximation Uo in O. Then, if
u 6 Ct’(V), where 1 <= and 0 <_ <_ 1, there exists a constant K such that
(8.15) [lu- Uol[w.n) <= K()
-for all So F such that <= k.
We remark that if u 6 C3’*(f/), then the above results yields
=< K(5)31ul3,,,n for all So3 6 F, and if u6CZ’(f), then it yields
< K(/5)Zlulz,l,ta for all So2 6 F. Thus, these approximation schemes compare favor-
ably with those of Bramble and Hubbard [5] for the Neumann problem for the
Poisson equation. In fact, their finite difference approximation yields an approx-
imation solution, un, with the properties that Ilu un[[ O(hlln hi), as h --, 0,
if u e C4(fi), and Ilu uhl[ O(hlln hi), as h 0, if u C3(w), where
denotes the maximum over the mesh points. Furthermore, if the solution u is
sufficiently differentiable, the Ritz method described in Theorem 8.4 will be of
"high-order accuracy," if the spline subspace sko is chosen with k sufficiently large,
whereas no "high-order accurate" finite difference approximations are known.
For further possible applications ofTheorems 8.1 and 8.2 the reader is referred
to [1], [2], [3], [7], [9], [10], [11], [15], [16], [17], [22], [25] and [26].
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